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Introducing for our last Winter 2016 Innovation & Entrepreneurship  
Business success stories, three remarkable young entrepreneurs, 

 Sean, Louis and Tom who all started their own Businesses under the age of 18. 
 

Sean:-Is Editorial Director of new media startup Magnate Media, the publisher of men’s lifestyle platform Magnate.  

Sean started his publishing career aged just 14 when he launched ‘Corby Magazine’, a local magazine which saw him named as 
‘The World’s Youngest Publisher’. He later appeared on BBC 1’s ‘Young Apprentice’, with the BBC hailing him a ‘publishing prodigy’. 
Magnate relaunched in 2015 as a content platform publishing style, entertainment, culture, what's on and eating out content. 
 

Louis and Tom:- Had been working on other online projects and then stumbled upon Christmas by mistake... The Handmade 

Christmas Co. was launched in 2014 as a side project to help fund some other projects, they expected to sell 500 sacks last year but 
sold 43,000 - this year we have sold 90,000 sacks so far... It's become pretty big and is our main focus currently. 
Louis was also involved in the Corby Magazine, he saw a gap in the market for a local magazine, with high quality design and editori-
al. he acted upon this and created a magazine called Corby Magazine. The first issue of Corby Magazine went from idea to print in 
two weeks! The magazine was published for two years; and published 8 issues in total, every 3 months over a two year period.  
 
Tom’s background is in the events industry, running his own event brand - LetsGoCrazy - it was the biggest under 18s club night in 
London and surrounding areas. 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/5769513?trk=prof-exp-company-name

